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Robotics is a branch of technology that involves designing, 
building, and programming robots that make doing simple 
tasks a breeze. As parents we find ourselves steering clear 
of this ‘complicated’ field of science, but why deprive our 
younger generations the chance to understand and 
experience it, taught in the most fun and engaging way. 

We're excited to host the CTSC's first Robotics Club, using our 
very own REACH Robot, that was proudly produced with LASEC Education and the
Western Cape Education Department. Join us for 9 hours of Robotics fun over a 3-day
period AND the opportunity to explore the rest of the Cape Town Science Centre’s
offerings!   

Dates: 29 June - 1 July 2022
Time: 10:00 -13:00 
Ages: Suitable for ages 10+
Cost: R500 (non-members) | R300 (members)

BOOKINGS:
Book via Google form link - bit.ly/3zLp6eI 
Booking is Essential (max 20 kids per club). Email queries to bookings@ctsc.org.za

Have you finished your investigation testing, surveys or second prototype testing? Is
your report up to date? Join us and get help from an Expert in finishing your Expo
project. Bring your printed journal and printed report along with you. Save your whole
project on Google drive (no USB's will be allowed) and we will assist you with finishing
your report, writing your abstract and creating your poster. 

Date: 4 July 2022
Times: 9:00 -12:30  & 13:30 - 15:30
Cost: Entry fee only 

We play games on our devices all the time, but have you ever wondered how these
games are developed? Or whether YOU could develop YOUR very own game? Learn
more about game development with coding, using languages like stencyl. This easy-
to-follow coding club will nurture 21st century skills in a relaxed and creative
environment.

Become a creator rather than just a user of 
technology and join the Cape Town Science 
Centre’s Let’s Code Winter Holiday Club! 12 hours 
of coding fun over a 4-day period and the 
opportunity to explore the rest of the Cape Town 
Science Centre’s offerings.   

Date: 11 - 14 July 2022
Time: 10:00 -13:00 
Ages: Suitable for ages 10+
Cost: R600 (non-members) | R400 (members)

BOOKINGS:
Book via Google form link - bit.ly/3mYGrcu  
Booking is Essential (max 20 kids per club). Email queries to bookings@ctsc.org.za
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WEEKLY PROGRAMME
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CLOSED ON SUNDAYS
Please note that the CTSC is

closed on Sundays. 
Make sure to join us 
Monday - Saturday!
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Looking for that next 
insta-shot ? Strike a pose at 
the Science Corner every 
Saturday. Capture the perfect smokey
shot while solid carbon dioxide (dry ice)
sublimates to a gas before your very eyes. 
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ASK AN EXPERT TO HELP YOU FINISH YOUR EXPO PROJECT

HOLIDAY PROGRAMME 

REGULARS:
Science Show
Some call it magic, we call it science. Our daily Science Shows will excite while nurturing
awareness that science is a part of our daily lives.

Time: 12:00
Ages: Suitable for the whole family
Cost: Entry fee only

Would you like to stand in a camera as big as a room? We have just that! Visit our supersized
camera and take a 360 degree tour of the surrounding area while standing in one spot.
Listen for announcements to join the tour. Please note that this activity is weather
dependent. 

Time: 10:00 & 14:00 
Ages: Suitable for the whole family
Cost: Entry fee only

AstroTrek Virtual Reality & Light Room Exhibition
The AstroTrek Virtual Reality & Light Room exhibition at the Cape Town Science Centre is a
powerful experience. Using VR to visualize places without physically being there and visiting
the Light Room will truly enlighten you on the science of light. It is a must have experience!
This exhibition is sponsored by the National Research Foundation (NFR) and the South
African Radio Astronomy Observation (SARAO). Ages: Suitable for ages 7+.

Virtual Reality: All Day
Cost: R5 + entry fee 

In order to observe and maintain all Covid-19 protocols your visit to the CTSC will be
different to your usual experience but just as much edutainment (education + fun)! 

Please note that activities are free unless otherwise stated. Standard entry fees to the
Cape Town Science Centre apply to all visitors. Information correct at time of
publishing. Programme is subject to change without notice.

OPENING HOURS:
Monday to Saturday* -  9:00 to 16:30 (*Kindly note that the CTSC is closed on Sundays)

ENTRY FEES:
Youth & Adults R80

Kindly note that we encourage contactless payments. Card payments and SnapScan are
welcome at the door. 

The Cape Town Science Centre is a registered non-profit organisation 
(031-701-NPO) and Public Benefit Organisation (18/11/13/2663). All funds

received directly support educational programmes and exhibits. 
We value and encourage your support.

INFO FOR YOUR VISIT:

CAPE TOWN SCIENCE CENTRE

CAPE TOWN SCIENCE CENTRE

DIY INSTANT SNOW SLIME 
We are crazy about slime. This winter, how about we make it even crazier and make some 
cold snowy slime? 

(Suitable for ages 7+ | R10pp + entry fee)

Winter Wonder Lab
*Kindly note that the CTSC is closed on Sundays.

HOLIDAY HIGHLIGHTS:
>>ROBOTICS CLUB<<

>>LET’S CODE! WINTER HOLIDAY CLUB<<

Camera Obscura Tours 

Light Room Tours @ 12:00 & 15:00
Cost: Entry fee only

ACTIVITIES

Release your inner scientist in the CTSC’s popular holiday workshops. Let's get 
 hands-on exploring things that make science even cooler. 

EDIBLE IGLOOS 
Also known as a snow house, igloos are a type of shelter made of snow. Join this hands-on
workshop to make some yummy igloos out of marshmallows and learn more about these icy
homes. 

(Suitable for ages 7+ | R10pp + entry fee)

HOT CHOCOLATE CHALLENGE
When the weather gets chilly, we bring out the hot chocolate. Here at the CTSC, we
challenge you to put your sensory skills to the test by exploring the hidden flavours of our hot
chocolate. Who knows, you may even find a surprising combination that you’ve been missing
out on all along.

(Suitable for ages 7+ | R10pp + entry fee)

MR SNOWMAN
Each winter we drive a couple hundred km out of Cape Town to experience real snow in
south Africa, and even build a lovely snowman. This year, go no further than the CTSC to
make some adorable snowman using some sneaky science to create a snow-like powder. 

(Suitable for ages 7+ | R10pp + entry fee)

ON THE WINGS OF A PENGUIN
These flightless birds no longer use their wings to fly, but use them to swim instead, soaring
through the ocean. Join this hands-on workshop to make your very own waxy penguin, and
learn more about how these birds stay dry and warm in winter. 

(Suitable for ages 7+ | Entry fee only)

The Big Show and Tell, where science experiments come to life for all to see.
All Demonstrations are suitable for ages 6+ and have no additional cost.

ICE FISHING
Have you tried fishing for ice cubes with string? Join us at The Science Corner to practice
your ice fishing skills. We may even let you in on our secret science trick to make it so much
cooler, no pun intended. 

INSTANT INDOOR SNOW 
Instant snow is made up of a super absorbent polymer that is able to absorb about 300 times
its weight. Join us at The Science Corner to learn more about these powerful little beads, as
we put this “fake snow” to the test. 

Hands-On Workshops:

Science Corner Demonstrations:

SUBZERO SCIENCE
Can it get cooler than this? The surface temperature of dry ice is at -78.5 C, making it
dangerously cold. Joins us at The Science Corner to experience the “sublime” science of dry
ice. These frozen cubes allow for some cool and bubbly science experiments.  

o

POLAR BEAR BLUBBER
How do polar bears stay warm with the freezing temperatures, icy water, and the relentless
wind in the Arctic? Join us at The Science Corner where we'll put polar bear “blubber” to the
test and find out what keeps those big guys (and gals) warm! 

SNOWSTORM IN A JAR
Have you ever experienced a snowstorm? Or wondered what it would be like to witness it?
Join us at The Science Corner where we will be making a snowstorm in a jar, so you may just
get to experience a snowstorm in the palm of your hand!

GO LIKE THE WIND
A spinning column of air can cause havoc to the land. Join us at The Science Corner to learn
more about tornados and how they are formed. 

18 July

11:00 Planetarium

14:30 Demo: Ice 
            fishing
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